
Spray Mop Deerma TB500 Ref: 6955578034107
Spray Mop Deerma TB500

Deerma TB500 - clean floors easily and effectively!
Effective  floor  cleaning,  short  drying  times  and  comfort  -  these  are  the  three  features  that  the  Deerma  TB500  mop  combines.  By
choosing this device, you will quickly see that cleaning can turn from an unpleasant chore into a real pleasure.
 
Drying floors in a flash
No more wet floors! The Deerma TB500 features a short drying time - so short that you no longer have to worry about the cleaning effect
being instantly ruined by your child's footprints or your pet's paws. The floor dries in no time - even before anyone has had a chance to
step on it!
 
Say goodbye to stains, mould and dirt!
Mop too dry or too wet to clean effectively? Streaks and mould are keeping you up at night? With the Deerma TB500, these problems are
a thing of the past! The mop is equipped with a polymer pump that takes just 0.1 seconds to atomise. The device also precisely controls
the leachate - it does not exceed 1.7-2.0 ml. This is all it takes for the floor to be thoroughly cleaned and dry in no time at all.
 
Sprayer with impressive reach!
By controlling  the  mop,  you can achieve a  spray  reach of  up  to  95 cm.  This  ensures  that  the  water  is  optimally  released in  the  right
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space, saving you time.
 
A lightweight mop for everyone
The Deerma TB500 weighs surprisingly little - just 0.75 kg! To lift the mop, therefore, you need to exert the same amount of force as it
takes to lift just three apples - which is really not much. As a result, anyone can use it without much effort.
 
Capacious water tank - large capacity for action
The Deerma TB500 will surprise you with its large water tank capacity - it is as large as 350 ml. By filling the tank completely, you can
therefore thoroughly clean the floor of a flat of up to 100 m². Be amazed by the outstanding performance of the Deerma TB500 mop and
enjoy perfectly clean floors!
 
The brush for everything
Made of carbon fibre, the brush can tackle even the toughest dirt. It is not afraid of dust, spilled drinks, small debris or pet hair. It also
absorbs water perfectly and is extremely durable. With its help, you can get rid of dirt quickly and effectively.
 
Triple construction - perfect performance
The brush owes its effectiveness to its triple-layered construction. The cleaning layer is perfectly attached to the mop. Underneath it is a
layer that absorbs water and maintains the right level of moisture on the brush. The last layer is responsible for absorbing dust and dirt
and also reduces friction. Thanks to this complex structure, you can always count on excellent performance from your Deerma TB500
mop.
 
Comfortably clean any space
The Deerma TB500 mop brush is only 3 cm thick and you can rotate it 360° while cleaning! This makes it easy to clean every corner and
get into hard-to-reach places, such as under beds or between chair legs. No dirt is hidden from you - with the Deerma TB500 you can get
to it  and get rid of it  in no time. You can also reach high places with no problem - the long pole of 120 cm and the low weight of the
machine make cleaning problem areas a thing of the past.
 
Boost the performance of the Deerma TB500
To further enhance the mop's effectiveness, add a suitable detergent to the water tank. This enhanced action of the Deerma TB500 will
allow you to get rid of dust, food spills or mud stains without too much trouble.
 
Simplified cleaning of the appliance
If  necessary,  you  can  also  remove  the  mop  cover  very  quickly.  This  function  is  useful,  for  example,  when  you  want  to  clean  the
appliance. Even frequent removal and re-installation of the cover will  not damage it or cause problems with it falling off -  the Deerma
TB500 can withstand almost anything and will serve you for a long time.
 
Timeless design
The  Deerma  TB500  attracts  attention  with  its  interesting  and  ergonomic  design.  The  mop  handle  is  comfortable  and  allows  for  easy
manoeuvring. The equipment is in a muted, light colour scheme, impressing with its classic elegance and making both a practical and
aesthetically pleasing addition to any interior.
 
	Manufacturer
	Deerma
	Model
	TB500
	Product weight
	0,85kg
	Washing surface per fill-up
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	Approx. 100m2
	Dimensions
	38.2 x 18.5 x 124 cm
	Water tank capacity
	0,35l
	Sprayer reach
	Approx. 95 cm
	Mop rotation angle
	360 degrees
	Material
	ABS / PP, aluminium, microfibre

Preço:

€ 16.00

Atividades e lazer, Home accessories, Other
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